Abstract-To improve the reliability of spectrum sensing, a cooperative spectrum sensing information transmission scheme is discussed in this paper. Pre-coding and cyclic delay diversity (CDD) techniques are fully considered and properly combined to obtain diversity gains. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can reduce error rate and further improve the cooperative spectrum sensing performance in the multipath fading channel.
INTRODUCTION
In order to deal with the imbalance between spectrum under-utilization and spectrum scarcity, cognitive radio(CR)has been proposed [1] . By sensing and adapting to the environment, CR is able to operate in spectrum holes and serve its users to avoid harmful interference to the primary users (PU).
To improve the performance of spectrum sensing, cooperation amongst the secondary users (SUs) has been proposed [2] . In the cooperative spectrum sensing system, sensing information should be transmitted to the fusion center after it is accurately detected. Due to the fading, decision received from some cooperative CR users may be received erroneously at fusion center (FC), transmission efficiency is greatly reduced and the reliability of cooperative spectrum sensing system is low [3] [4] .
Space-frequency coding scheme based on cyclic delay diversity is researched [5] [6] because its design is simple and it has a robust. However ， early schemes suffered very low spectrum efficiency and diversity gains. To overcome this shortcoming, Witrisal [7] developed a method using CDD in Multiple Input Multiple Output and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) system. This method can obtain highly frequency diversity gain. But this frequency diversity is obtained through error correction coding technology .The technology cause high detection complexity.
In this paper, we propose a cooperative spectrum sensing information transmission scheme. Pre-coding and cyclic delay diversity (CDD) techniques are fully considered and properly combined. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can reduce error rate and improve the cooperative spectrum sensing performance in the multipath fading channel. False alarm probability is reduced and detection probability is increased, at the same time, the reliability of spectrum sensing is also improved.
II. COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING MODEL
We consider a CR network (CRN) composed of M CR users (CRUs) and a FC which make a final decision, as shown in Fig.1 . Step 1: Every CRU performs local spectrum measurements independently and make a binary decision；
Step 2: All of the CRUs forward their binary decisions to the FC；
Step 3: The FC combines those binary decisions and makes a final decision based on fusion decision criterion to infer the absence or presence of the PU in the observed frequency band.
The ultimate goal of spectrum sensing is to decide the presence of PU, the basic model for spectrum sensing by the CRU, which is defined as
where ( ) r t is the signal received by CRU, ( ) s t is the transmitted signal of the PU, ( ) n t is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and h is the amplitude gain of the channel. 1 H indicates the presence of PU whereas 0 H indicates only noise.
The output of energy detector has the distribution defined as follows: The energy value is then compared with the predetermined threshold  . Each CRU gets the first decision locally as
III. CODING SCHEME In the CRN system, the spectrum hole is sought by CRUs, and then the communication among CRUs is conducted using the spectrum holes. The communication must be not cause harmful interference to PU, therefore, CRUs must uninterrupted detect the PU signal and make a decision independent, then the decision results are transmitted to the fusion center. Once PU signal is detected, CRUs must exit current spectrum immediately, and then new spectrum hole is searched. This constitutes a process which the sensing information is transmitted to the fusion center successionally.
Every CRU only get their own information, after information exchange is filled on, every CRU have all information of the other CRUs. The sensing information set is defined as  
. After information is exchanged, the stream of source signal can be defined as： The error rate may be increased because of the correlation between the sub-carriers. Therefore space-frequency transmission matrix must be divided into groups in all subcarriers firstly. L is the length of impulse response, F N is the total number of sub-carriers. All sub-carriers can be divided into G groups, where
Space-frequency mapping matrix g S is defined as：
S is given as follows.
where the U is the modulated symbols of source signal,   U k is the k-th modulated symbol.
Using pre-coding technique, encoding matrix g X is got and can be defined as follows.
 is a L L  pre-coding matrix,
Spatial diversity and frequency diversity can be obtained utilizing pre-coding technique within each sub-carrier group while the spectrum utilization rate is unchanged.
IV. TRANSMISSION MODEL
Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) technology and CDD operations are used to complete transmission and the transmission model of space-frequency coding block at present can be expressed as (8) 
where
 is the cyclic delay value for m-th CR user.
To test the bit error performance of the proposed scheme is simulated. We assume the number of CRU is 3 in this system and the criterion is Chair-Varshney in fusion center. The channels between the CRU and fusion center are established with unit variance according to the time-frequency double selective fading models in this paper. QPSK modulation is adopted, and all modulated symbols are transmitted on proper sub-carriers of the wireless channels. The number of subcarriers is 64, the carrier frequency is 3.5 GHZ, and the path number of all multi-path channels is set as 2.
The performances are tested in turn and the simulated results are compiled in Fig. 2 . Based on Pre-coding in frequency domain, the probability of false alarm and the probability of miss detection are reduced, and the reliability of the system is enhanced.And it also shows that the result is the same as the results above if only the average of the group delay distortion is considered. That is the more serious distortion of group delay, the greater deterioration of BER performance. Next, further simulations are completed in Fig. 3 . In simulation when CDD delay is used, the performance of the system is improved. The reliability of the system is increased greatly when SNR is more than 12 dB. This paper mainly studies the cooperative spectrum sensing information transmission scheme based on cyclic diversity. This scheme can solve the problem of high error rate in the multipath fading channel and obtain diversity gain of the whole system.
